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MORNING BREAK

STOCK MARKET INDEX
Closing Price: 10 Jan 2019

FBMKLCI 1,678.88

+11.05 +0.66%

| SHANGHAI 2,535.10

DJIA 24,001.92

+122.80 +0.51% |

-9.25 -0.36% | NIKKEI 20,163.80
FTSE 6,942.87

+36.24 +0.52%

LOCAL NEWS

SME Corp plans to expand

TUBE programme
content

digitalisation

4,500

Eversendai secures new
jobs worth RM406 mil
to usher in 2019

Manufacturing

was the number of
jobs cut by Jaguar
worldwide

programmes needed for
SMEs

Entrepreneurship

Long-term

Entrepreneurship

DID YOU KNOW?

was the number of
orders recorded by
Shopee in their
first minute in
12.12 campaign

Entrepreneurship
Self-Help
Self-Help

73,000

year in 2019

E-Commerce

Shopee expects a great

The importance of

entrepreneurship in a
struggling economy

4 important points black
entrepreneurs should
know about success

5 ways to remove the
gender barrier to
entrepreneurship

Retail shares slide as
Retail

was the reduction
of rubber output by
Thailand

Transportation

National
entrepreneurship
framework aims to
create 1 mil jobs

GLOBAL NEWS
Entrepreneurship

30%

-263.26 -1.29%

otherwise strong
consumer spending
didn't boost holiday
sales enough

Go-Jek opens up service
to all Singapore
consumers
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